
1.19 Word Syllable PoS L2 Definition Collocation Word Family

861 box O noun a container with (usually) four straight sides and a lid put it in the box; please take the shoes out of the box box (v)

862 huge O adj very very large this is a huge problem; She had a huge hit last year. hugely (adv), hugeness (n)

863 message Oo noun piece of information that is told/given to someone Leave a message if you can't come. Message me later. a message 
in a bottle message (v)

864 instance Oo noun an example of something; case There is not a single instance where the teacher was late for class. instance (v)

865 style O noun the (tasteful) way something is designed or made She has wonderful style when it comes to clothes. have a 
different style style (v)

866 refer oO verb to talk about or write about something The teacher asked students to refer to their dictionary for spelling. reference (n)

867 cold O adj having a very low temperature Canada is cold in the winter. She was very cold to the idea. cold (n) coldly (adv)

868 push O verb to force something away from you You have to push yourself every day to succeed. push (n), pushy (adj)

869 quarter Oo noun one of four equal parts of something 25 years is a quarter of a century. quarter (v)

870 assume oO verb to believe, based on the evidence; suppose Because the students were quiet, the teacher assumed they did 
poorly on the test. assumption (n)

871 baby Oo noun very young child, who cannot yet speak The baby needs to be fed soon. play with the baby baby (v), babyish

872 successful oOo adj having the desired effect or result Successful students often study every day. highly successful; 
successful in attracting new business

success (n), succeed 
(v), successfully (adv)

873 sing O verb to make musical sounds with your voice sing a song; I can't sing. Please sing for us.

874 doubt O noun not being sure of something; lack of certainty I have my doubts about him. I doubt I will be able to go. doubt (v), doubtful 
(adj), doubtfully (adv)

875 competition ooOo noun fighting against others when trying to win something fierce competition; No competition can beat her. compete (v), 
competitive (adj)

876 theory Oo noun an idea that is explain facts or events academically I have a theory about …; scientific theory
theorize (v), 
theoretical  (adj)

877 propose oO verb to offer or put forward an idea for consideration He proposed to her at the party. She proposed holding the 
meeting earlier. proposal (n)

878 reference Ooo verb to cite a piece of research in speech or in writing I referenced Einstein early theories. reference (n)

879 argument Ooo noun a discussion in which you disagree with another’s opinion a heated argument; I had an argument with my father. argue (v)

880 adult oO noun person or animal that is fully grown Tickets are more expensive for adults because they usually have a job. adult (adj)


